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Postdischarge Surveillance: Value and
Problems Perceived by Infection Control
Practitioners in Switzerland

To the Editor—Switzerland is one of the few countries where
routine postdischarge surveillance (PDS) for the surveillance

of surgical site infections (SSIs) is practiced by telephone
interview 1 month (and for implanted devices a second
interview at 12 months) after the procedure, which is com-
parable with the system in the Netherlands.1

This survey was designed to analyze the perceptions
on work load and value of PDS by Swiss infection control
practitioners in order to assess the efficiency of resource uti-
lization. The online questionnaire was distributed in Decem-
ber 2015 and January 2016. A major limitation of the study is
the subjective assessment method of the survey, but the high
response rate of 76 (62.3%) of the 122 Swiss hospitals
that were asked to participate provides a representative
sample.
Although the practical value of PDS related to clinical

infection control is rated moderate on an 8-item Likert scale,
the work load is rated high compared with other duties
(Figure 1). A total of 23 (37.1%) of the 62 respondents for this
item say that they definitely have curtailed other duties owing
to the requirements of PDS and 13 (20.9%) feel that some-
times they neglect other duties because time is needed for PDS.
A total of 30 respondents (48.4%) would define the costs and
effort for PDS for the hospital as high but 34 (55.8%) agree
that without PDS many SSIs would not be detected. The
time effort for one telephone interview and data logging was
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figure 1. Comparative overview of reported workload effort and perceived importance of typical tasks of Swiss infection control practitioners.
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estimated with a mean (SD) of 26.3 (12.4) minutes and
average costs per interview calculated with 19.69 CHF (Swiss
francs). This corresponds to approximately 1,510,892 CHF
for 76,734 telephone interviews in the surveillance period
2013-2014.

Although PDS is able to produce more reliable SSI data
compared with surveillance systems that limit the data acqui-
sition period to the time in the hospital and readmissions,
most additional captured SSIs are superficial ones,2 so the
cost-effectiveness of routine PDS has been questioned.

In Germany efforts are underway to conduct SSI surveil-
lance for all inpatient and outpatient surgical procedures with
an algorithm based on health insurance data and using
International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes, German
procedure codes, and diagnosis-related group administrative
datasets as part of the mandatory quality assurance program
starting in January 2017. This approach will include the
postdischarge period but will not need any input by infection
control practitioners, thus freeing up their time. However,
physicians who treat a case of presumed SSI detected by the
automatic algorithm will be required to fill out a short ques-
tionnaire to verify the classification. International bench-
marking will become more difficult, given the variety of
surveillance systems from active PDS in Switzerland and the
Netherlands to future “big data” mining in Germany to clas-
sical active surveillance reporting using standardized
definitions.

Therefore, we believe that an internationally synchronized
effort to streamline a cost-effective surveillance approach to
detect SSIs is warranted, keeping in mind the RUMBA rule of
meaningful quality indicators: Reliable, Understandable,
Measureable, Behaviorable, and Achievable.
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Subjective Qualitative Hand Hygiene
Compliance Observation: A Feasibility Trial

To the Editor—Hand hygiene compliance observation is an
established quality indicator; however, current observation
techniques only count correct indications according to the
World Health Organization recommendation without asses-
sing the quality of the hand disinfection performed. This study
was designed to test the hypothesis that infection control
staff are capable of correct classification of observed hand
disinfections using subjective parameters suitable for clinical
routine use rather than objective measurable parameters.
We studied 2 groups of observers; each group consisted of

infection control practitioners and consultants in hospital
epidemiology and infection control with >3 years of job
experience. Group 1 observed 5 hand disinfections live
(in person) and group 2 observed 5 hand disinfections via
video link. Without technical aids (eg, a stop watch), all
participants were asked to classify the hand disinfection as
correct or incorrect considering time and skin coverage.
Test persons demonstrating hand hygiene were asked to

perform hand disinfection either correctly or to make mistakes
at their discretion. An independent observer measured the
duration of the disinfection procedure, and 3 different obser-
vers estimated the skin coverage under black light by the
fluorescent marker added to the disinfection solution. The test
disinfection was classified as correct if >90% skin coverage of
the hand was reached and at least 15 seconds passed after skin
coverage (per the manufacturer’s instructions).
Table 1 shows the results of 81 observations. In group 1

(live observation), 97.5% of subjective observations were
correct compared to 78.8% in group 2 (video observation).
All incorrect disinfections were classified as such, resulting in
a negative predictive value of subjective assessment of
100%. The positive predictive value for correct hand disin-
fections was only 92%. Thus, video observation is not a good
substitute for live observation, likely because the fixed camera
angle and artefacts imposed by light and shadow make the
assessment of skin coverage difficult.
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